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1 DISCUSSION OF TALBOT MIS
Both our work and the work of Talbot et al. propose ways to com-

bine multiple sampling techniques in RIS using MIS. In the main

paper, we discuss the differences between the two approaches from

a theoretical perspective in Section 4.3. Here, we expand on this

discussion and show empirical results demonstrating the benefit

of our approach to MIS over that of Talbot et al. for the purpose of

spatial or temporal sample reuse through RIS.

The need for MIS arises when reusing samples from neighboring

pixels. In our rendering algorithm, spatial (Alg 5 main paper, lines

16-20) and temporal reuse (lines 11-14) occur after each pixel has

already performed RIS (lines 4-5) to obtain its initial set of samples.

Samples produced by RIS follow a PDF that is some (unknown) mix-

ture of the candidate PDF p and the target distribution p̂q . Because
the target distribution varies from pixel to pixel, the sample(s) stored

in the reservoir follow a different PDF at each pixel after one or

more uses of RIS. Combining (and reusing) samples from different
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pixels and therefore different PDFs can lead to variance, and this

can be avoided when using MIS.

To compute its weighting factors, MIS requires knowing the PDF

(or an approximation to it) of the input samples. We do not know

the exact PDF of samples produced by RIS, and need to approximate

their PDF instead. It’s important to point out that this approximate

PDF is only needed for computing the MIS weights, and the pixel

estimator is still unbiased (as its PDF is computed differently). The

approximate PDFs only affect the MIS weights, which may no longer

be optimal if the approximation poor. For simplicity, we simply

assume a sample x produced by RIS at pixel q follows PDF p̂q (x).
We additionally check if x is occluded at q, and set the PDF to zero

in that case; pixel q would have discarded the sample otherwise

(lines 7-9 in Alg. 5, main paper). This approximation is not without

issues: For one, p̂ is not normalized, which can skew MIS weights if

the integral of p̂ varies strongly between pixels. Additionally, this

approximation is only reasonable if the number of candidatesM is

large enough such that samples are close to the target distribution.

While this approximation worked well enough for our purposes,

finding a better approximate PDF for MIS purposes is a fruitful

direction for future work.

Similar to Alg. 6 in the main paper, we show our algorithm for

RIS with MIS in Alg. 1; code relevant to MIS has been marked

in blue. It proceeds similar to standard RIS, but uses a modified

weighting term that uses the MIS weightm instead of the fraction

of 1/M in standard RIS (line 9). Computing the MIS weight (6-9)

requires a second loop over the k input pixels, and an equal number

of evaluations of the approximate PDF (which includes tracing a

shadow ray). In Alg. 2, we show the equivalent of applying the MIS

of Talbot et al. to reservoir reuse. Instead of modifying the final

weighting factor, Talbot et al. modify the selection weights of each

sample by multiplying it with the MIS weight (line 4-7). Because

there are as many sampling techniques as there are samples, this

requires iterating k times for each of the k samples—a quadratic

cost. This is especially costly, as evaluating the approximate PDF

involves tracing a shadow ray.

1.1 Results
We implemented the MIS of Talbot et al. in our framework and ran

similar empirical measurements as in the main paper. In Figure 1,

we show how the RMAE evolves with increased render time for
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Fig. 1. The evolution of error (relative mean absolute error) in our scenes over render time. We compare unbiased forms of spatiotemporal reuse, with and
without visibility reuse, with our proposed version of MIS and Talbot et al.’s version of MIS. When visibility reuse is enabled, Talbot et al.’s form of MIS is
dramatically worse in terms of error over time, as the number of shadow rays it needs to trace increases quadratically as the number of neighboring pixels
increases. Without visibility reuse, no shadow rays need to be traced when computing MIS weights. While the MIS of Talbot et al. may decrease noise slightly,
it does not offset its additional cost (even without tracing additional rays).

Algorithm 1: Reservoir reuse using our proposed MIS.

Input :Reservoirs ri and the pixels qi they originated from.

Output :An unbiased combination of the input reservoirs.

1 function combineReservoirsMIS(q, r1, r2, . . . , rk , q1, . . . , qk )
2 Reservoir s
3 foreach r ∈ {r1, . . . , rk } do
4 s .update(r .y, p̂q (r .y) · r .W · r .M )
5 s .M ← r1 .M + r2 .M + . . . + rk .M

6 psum ← 0

7 foreach qi ∈ {q1, . . . , qk } do
8 psum ← psum + p̂qi (s .y)

9 m ←
p̂q∗ (s .y)
psum // q∗: Pixel that contributed s .y

10 s .W = 1

p̂q (s .y)
(m · s .wsum)

11 return s

Algorithm 2: Reservoir reuse, with MIS proposed by Talbot et al.

1 function
combineReservoirsTalbotMIS(q, r1, r2, . . . , rk , q1, . . . , qk )

2 Reservoir s
3 foreach ri ∈ {r1, . . . , rk } do
4 psum ← 0

5 foreach qj ∈ {q1, . . . , qk } do
6 psum ← psum + p̂qj (ri .y)

7 m ←
p̂qi (ri .y)
psum/k

8 s .update(ri .y, p̂q (ri .y) · ri .W · ri .M ·m)
9 s .M ← r1 .M + r2 .M + . . . + rk .M

10 s .W = 1

p̂q (s .y)

(
1

s .M · s .wsum

)
11 return s

four different methods. We compare unbiased spatiotemporal reuse

with and without visibility reuse, and combined with our proposed

version of MIS or Talbot et al.’s version of MIS. When visibility reuse

is enabled, Talbot et al.’s form of MIS is dramatically worse in terms

of error over time. This is because the number of shadow rays it

needs to trace increases quadratically as the number of neighboring

pixels increases. Even with a low number of neighbors used (k = 5

in these experiments), the cost is pronounced. In addition, we also

show plots without visibility reuse; in this case, no shadow rays

need to be traced when evaluating MIS weights. This makes the MIS

of Talbot et al. slightly more competitive; however, while it may

decrease noise slightly compared to our MIS, this does not offset its

additional cost (even without tracing additional rays). Even in this

scenario, our version of MIS is as good or better as that of Talbot et

al.
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